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Abstract— It is a fundamental step towards the design of effective information diffusion mechanisms to
understanding information diffusion processes that take place on the Web, specially in social media.
Inﬂuence and relevance are two key concepts in information diffusion. Ability to popularize content in an
online community is the inﬂuence. Inﬂuentials introduce relevant content, in the sense that such content
satisﬁes the information needs. We propose Proﬁle-Rank is a new information diffusion model supported
random walks over a user content graph. Proﬁle-Rank could be a Page-Rank inspired model that described
the principle that relevant content is created and propagated by prestigious users and prestigious users create
relevant content. We also propose a sentiment analysis. In this we get weight for proﬁle ranking with its
approach (Like positive approach or negative approach).
Keywords— Information Diffusion, Content Relevance, User Influence ,Twitter ,Proﬁle-Rank, Sentiment
Analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Powered by the remarkable success of Twitter, Facebook, Youtube, and the blogosphere, social media is taking
over traditional media as the major platform for content distribution. The combination of user-generated content
and online social networks is the engine behind this revolution in the way people share news, videos, memes,
opinions, and ideas in general. As a consequence, understanding how users consume and propagate content in
information diffusion processes is a most important step towards the design of effective information diffusion
mechanisms, viral marketing and recommendation systems on the Web. Inﬂuence and relevance are the two key
concepts in information diffusion. In social networks, inﬂuence can be deﬁned as the capacity to affect the
behavior of others [2].However, in information diffusion scenarios, inﬂuence is usually a measure of the ability
of popularizing information. Relevance is a relationship between a user and a piece of information, in the sense
that relevant information satisﬁes a users information needs/interests, being a fundamental concept also in
information retrieval and recommender systems. This work focuses on the link between user inﬂuence and
informa- tion relevance in information diffusion data, which describe how users create and propagate
information across time. As we are interested in the diffusion of content (e.g., news,videos) on the Web, we use
the terms content and information interchangeably. Here, we present Proﬁle-Rank, a random walk based
information diffusion model that computes user inﬂuence and content relevance using information diffusion data.
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Proﬁle-Rank is based on the principle that inﬂuential users create relevant content and relevant content is
created and propagated by inﬂuential users. If we consider Twitter as an information diffusion platform and
tweets as content propagated through retweets. Proﬁle-Rank can be intuitively described in terms of the
behavior of a random tweeter (or twitterer) that navigates through Twitter Proﬁle by clicking on random tweets
(or retweets from these same tweets). Every click on a tweet leads the random tweeter to the proﬁle of the
original author of the tweet. We measure user impudence as the frequency with which the random tweeter visits
a given proﬁle[1].Likewise, content relevance is measured as the frequency with which the random tweeter
clicks on a tweet and its retweets.

Social media has become one of the biggest forums to ex- press ones opinion. Aim of sentiment analysis is to
determine the attitude of a speaker or a writer with respect to some topic or the overall contextual polarity of a
document. The attitude may be his or her judgment or evaluation, affective state (the emotional state of the
author when writing).Classifying the polarity of a given text at the document, sentence, or fea- ture/aspect level,
whether the expressed opinion in a document, a sentence or an entity feature/aspect is positive, negative, or
neutral is the basic task in sentiment analysis.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
M. Cha, H. Haddadi, F. Benevenuto, and K. P. Gummadi. [3]Described that using a large amount of data
collected from Twitter, we present an in-depth comparison of three measures of inﬂuence: indegree, retweets,
and mentions. Based on these measures, we investigate the dynamics of user inﬂuence across topics and time.
We make different interesting observations. First, popular users who have high indegree are not necessarily
inﬂuential in terms of spawning retweets or mentions. Second, most inﬂuential users can hold signiﬁcant
inﬂuence over avariety of topics. Third, inﬂuence is not gained spontaneously or accidentally, but through
concerted effort such as limiting tweets to a single topic. We believe that these ﬁndings provide new insights for
viral marketing and suggest that topological measures such as indegree alone reveals very little about the
inﬂuence of a user.
Haewoon Kwak, Changhyun Lee, Hosung Park, and Sue Moon.[4] start with the network analysis and study the
dis- tributions of followers and followings, the relation between followers and tweets, degrees of separation.
Next by consid- ering the number of followers, the number of retweets and PageRank and present quantitative
comparison among them we rank the users. The ranking by retweets pushes those with fewer than a million
followers on top of those with more than a million followers. Through our topic analysis we show what different
categories trending topics are classied into, how long they last, and how many users participate. Finally, we
study the information diffusion by retweet. We construct retweet trees and examine their spatial and temporal
characteristics.On the entire Twittersphere and information diffusion on it, this work is the ﬁrst quantitative
study.
Alekh Agarwal et al., [7] proposed a machine learning method incorporating linguistic knowledge gathered
through synonymy graphs, for effective opinion classiﬁcation. This approach shows the degree of inﬂuence
among relationships of documents have on their sentiment analysis. This is brought about by the use of graphcut technique and opinion words got through synonymy graphs of Wordnet.
Arlei Silva, Hrico Valiati, Sara Guimares, Wagner Meira Jr.[5] described how individual behavior data may
provide knowledge regarding inﬂuence relationships in a social net- work and also dene what we call the
inﬂuence network discovery problem, which consists of identifying inﬂuence relationships based on user
behavior across time. Several strategies for inﬂuence network discovery are proposed and discussed.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
3.1 Problem Statement:
Here, we study the problem of identifying inﬂuential users and relevant content in information diffusion data.
We propose ProﬁleRank, a new information diffusion model based on random walks over a user-content graph.
ProﬁleRank is based on the principle that relevant content is created and propagated by inﬂuential users and
inﬂuential users create relevant content. If we consider Twitter as an in- formation diffusion platform and tweets
as content propagated through retweets, ProﬁleRank can be intuitively described in terms of the behaviour of a
random tweeter (or twitterer) that navigates through Twitter proﬁles by clicking on random tweets (or retweets
from these same tweets). Every click on a tweet leads the random tweeter to the proﬁle of the original author of
the tweet. We measure user inﬂuence as the frequency with which the random tweeter visits a given proﬁle.
Likewise, content relevance is measured as the frequency with which the random tweeter clicks on a tweet and
its retweets.
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3.2 System Architecture:
In this portion, architecture of proposed system is given. Proﬁle-Rank is a model for information diffusion that
computes user inﬂuence and content relevance based on a bipartite directed graph that describes the ﬂow of
information among users. Data gathering for this task involved more effort than expected and required handtagging posts for sentiment in relation to a query.

Fig 1.System Architecture
1. Preprocessing :
Due to the nature of language used in micro-blogging posts, preprocessing on the messages is very necessary
and has been shown to improve performance, especially for smaller training sets. The pre-processing is
necessary because there are some words or expressions in the review don’t return any meaning and by the
presence of those words we cannot get the correct sentiment analysis. So by doing pre-processing we get higher
accurate results. In pre-processing we do Remove URLs, Remove Repeated Letters, Remove Special Symbols
and Remove Questions.
2. Information Diffusion Model:
Information diffusion data is a sequence of occurrences of content. Each occurrence of a piece of content is
deﬁned as a tuple in the form ¡ u; c; t ¿, where u is a user from the set of users U,c is a piece of content from the
content set C, and t is a timestamp. For a given tuple ¡ u; c; t ¿, we say that the user u propagated c at time t.
Therefore, information diffusion data describes associations between users and content across time. Using this
notation, we deﬁne an information diffusion dataset as a triple D = (U;C; T).
3. Content Relevance and User Inﬂuence:
Random tweeter starts from a random proﬁle and keeps clicking on tweets and retweets at random. The random
tweeter is redirected to the proﬁle of the original author of a tweet by clicking on it. The relevance of a tweet is
the relative frequency that the random tweeter clicks on a tweet, or one of its retweets. Moreover, the frequency
that the random tweeter visits a users proﬁle is a measure of this users inﬂuence. We calculate content relevance
and user inﬂuence by using diffusion data and it is calculated by using user-content matrix M and content user
matrix L. Information diffusion graph is bipartite graph. Proﬁle Rank computes user inﬂuence and content
relevance based on a user-content bipartite directed graph.
4. Do Sentiment Analysis:
As a proposed work we are doing proﬁle ranking and also sentiment analysis of proﬁle. To improve proﬁle
ranking we classify proﬁle in three classes :
1) Positive 2) Negative 3) Neutral .
This classiﬁcation will be done by doing sentiment analysis of tweets and retweets on that proﬁle. In
this navie bayes we calculate posterior for each class for every proﬁle. Depending on posterior value i.e.
greater posterior value for class is assigned to that proﬁle. This will used to ﬁnd status of proﬁle.Weight
consideration for each distinct item in a transaction in independent manner adds effectiveness for
finding infrequent itemset mining.
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IV. RESULT
Proposed system evaluated and studied through simulating the opportunistic environment and generating results.
1.

2.

Firstly we have to upload a twitter dataset so we can do operations on that:

Fig : Twitter Dataset
After that have to preprocess input dataset by doing stopword deletion from it, tokenization and

stemming process:

Fig: Preprocessing dataset
3.

From dataset content we have to create diffusion data & diffusion graph.

Fig : Diffusion Graph
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4.

From this diffusion model we achieve matrix L & M

Fig : Matrix M & L
5.

From this matrices and using formulae we can find a data relevance and use influence value for each tweet
and user respectively. From this we can get a profile ranking.

Fig : Relevance & Influence value
6.

Now as our proposed approach for profile ranking we do sentiment analysis for the input data so it also
helps to categories profiles.

Fig: Sentiment Analysis
V. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the tweets of top trending topics and reported on the temporal behavior of trending topics and
user participation. We have presented a family of naive-bayes classifiers for detecting the polarity of English
tweets. The experiments have shown that the best performance is achieved by using a binary classifier trained to
detect just three categories: positive, negative and neutral. We then classify the trending topics based on the
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senti words. A closer look at retweets reveals that any retweeted tweet is to reach an average of 1;. Once
retweeted, a tweet gets retweeted almost instantly on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th hops away from the source,signifying
fast diffusion of information after the 1st retweet. And that tweet get a more data relevance. And the user that
retweeted that tweet more times has greater user influence value and get highest rank accordingly. Based on an
analysis of the results, we showed that relevant content and influential users discovered by Profile-Rank provide
valuable knowledge in the analysis of information diffusion.
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